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O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV41-300, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV481-300, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV81-300, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV41-300A, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV481-300A, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV81-300A, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV41-300, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV481-300, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV81-300, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV41-300A, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV481-300A, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV81-300A, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV41, F by F end configuration in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 1379 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV481, F by G end configuration in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 1379 kPa.

O. S. and Y. pattern, Model GV81, G by G end configuration in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 1379 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV45, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV485-300, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV85-300, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV45-300, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV485-300, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV85-300, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV45-300, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV485-300, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV85-300, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV45-300, F by F end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV485-300, F by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

NRS. pattern, Model GV85-300, G by G end configuration, in 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12 in. sizes for working pressure of 2068 kPa.

Note: O. S. & Y, outside-screw-and-yoke type NRS; non-rising stem type

F-Flange, G-Groove, M-Mechanical Joint

Flanges comply with ASME/ANSI B16.1 Class 125, or ASME/ANSI B16.42 Class 150, or BS EN1092-2, or GB/T9113.1; Grooves comply with AWWA C660; Mechanical Joints comply with ANSI/AWWA C110 and ANSI/AWWA C153.

For 2068 kPa, use Face flange; for 1379 kPa, use Raised-face flange.
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